
Strateship
Executing Strategy through Partnerships 

A successful strategy execution is all about
healthy partnerships 

Company Booster and Geffen Management Consulting are now
offering Bootstrap, Round A or B companies a robust and expediated

process to reach a strategy execution work-plan that works! It is
quick, it creates an instant buzz and a wide alignment, and it kicks off

cross collaboration teams to enable rapid execution.

1 holistic process - 8 weeks

Clear Product Strategy
Execution game plan 
Shared agenda – across teams 
Effective routines, Clear roles, Decision making
processes
Open Communication between all stakeholders

End Result: Revenue growth, company scale, good
execution, strong & one team spirit. Which all lead to

a successful funding round/IPO



The Process



About Us

Company  Booster  is  all  about  helping  companies  translate  their  Vision  and

Strategy  into  an  integrative  Game  Plan

We  have  combined  our  Product,  marketing  and  presale  experience  to  build  a

business  focused  services  that  helps  product  and  presale  teams  transform

from  a  technology  lead  mindset  to  a  business  mindset.

We  believe  that  where  methodology  meets  reality,  process  meets  the  market

and  customers  and  experience  meets  innovation,  is  where  the  magic

happens.

Every  company  that  needs  to  make  a  real  change,  a  change  that  will  boost  it

forward,  deserves  its  own  special  and  tailored  service.  

We  are  proud  to  work  with  leaders  who  seek  transformation  and  change  in

the  way  they  work.  We  bring  years  of  experience,  knowledge  and  empirical

success  in  building  effective  teams  and  helping  organizations  transform  into

the  better  version  of  themselves.

We  have  developed  a  proprietary  partnerships  methodology  to  support  cross

boundary  collaborative  relationships  – igniting  a  new  way  of  working

together  that  speeds  up  processes,  shortens  time  to  market  and  allows  teams

to  better  focus  on  customer  needs.  Our  mission  is  to  leverage  full  potential,

through  the  adaptation  of  new  and  effective  ways  of  working  together

towards  their  shared  goals,  re-aligning  leadership  around  shared  purpose,

and  building  partnerships  across  all  company  l ines.
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